This is for the information of the 10+2 PCB candidates, who have applied after 05-08-2021, that seats have been allocated in BTech - Biotechnology and BTech – Biomedical Engineering programmes on the basis of 10+2 PCB merit. Candidates can visit https://webkiosk.thapar.edu/Admission to check their allotted branch with Login ID as the registered email ID and password as the last five digits of TIET application number (Numeric part of the TIET application number).

IMPORTANT NOTE

1. Candidates have been allocated the branch provisionally on the basis of his/her 10+2 PCB merit. To be eligible for admission, the candidate must fulfil the eligibility conditions mentioned in Prospectus 2021-22 available at www.admission.thapar.edu.

2. 10+2 PCB score as per the records available with the Institute will be visible in the application dashboard in the candidate’s login. Any discrepancy in the same shall be reported immediately at admissions@thapar.edu with 10+2 scorecard and application number.

3. The tie at 10+2 PCB marks has been broken by following order:
   a. Candidates with higher marks in English at 10+2.
   b. Candidates older in age to be preferred.

4. The candidate must pay the requisite fees on or before 15-09-2021 to confirm their admission.

5. The candidate can deposit the fee using any one of the following mode.
   a. Online using your Debit Card/Credit Card/Net Banking by visiting the link https://eps.eshiksa.net/DirectFeesv3/ThaparAdmission (No extra charges)

6. After making the payment, please make sure to make the entry in “Fee Confirmation Slip” available at https://webkiosk.thapar.edu/Admission.